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FROM: Steph Yamada 

THROUGH: Bryan Conway, Marc Hellman, and Bruce Hellebuyck SIGNED 

SUBJECT: AVION WATER COMPANY:  
(Docket No. ADV 1398/Advice No. 22-01)  
Introduces the Pressurized Irrigation Supplementation Test Tariff.  

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends that the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission) allow 
Avion Water Company’s (Avion or Company) proposed Schedule No. 17 to become 
effective for service rendered on and after June 29, 2022.  

DISCUSSION: 

Issue 

Whether the Commission should allow Avion’s filed tariff sheets to become effective. 

Applicable Rule or Law 

Under ORS 757.205(1)-(2), a rate-regulated water utility must file schedules showing all 
rates, tolls, and charges for any service performed by it within the state and all rules and 
regulations that in any manner affect its rates.  Pursuant to ORS 757.210, the 
Commission may approve tariff changes if they are deemed to be fair, just, and 
reasonable.  Tariff revisions may be made by filing revised sheets with the information 
required under the Commission’s administrative rules, including OAR 860-036-2010.   

Pursuant to ORS 757.220, filings that propose any change in rates, tolls, charges, rules, 
or regulations must be filed with the Commission at least 30 days before the effective 
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date of the change.   
 
Analysis 
 
Background 
Avion is a rate and service-regulated water utility serving approximately 15,000 
customers in the vicinity of Bend, Oregon.  With this filing, Avion proposes to introduce 
Schedule No. 17 into its tariff to establish a Pressurized Irrigation Supplementation Test 
program.  The filing was submitted on May 19, 2022, with a proposed effective date of 
June 29, 2022.      
 
Several subdivisions within Avion’s territory are served by dual-pipe systems in which 
irrigation water and potable domestic water are delivered separately.  In total, 
approximately 935 customers receive pressurized surface irrigation water through a 
dual-pipe system.1  Pursuant to Schedule No. 2 of Avion’s tariff, the irrigation water for 
these customers is supplied by several irrigation districts, including Arnold Irrigation 
District, Swalley Irrigation District, and Central Oregon Irrigation District, in accordance 
with water rights owned by each end user.  Avion collects payment for irrigation water 
from these customers, which is ultimately passed through to the applicable irrigation 
districts.  Under normal conditions, irrigation water is provided throughout the irrigation 
season, which extends from April through October.  Avion states that its Schedule No. 2 
irrigation customers generally “use the water for both home landscape watering and 
watering of small hobby farms and hayfields.”2  
 
Due to factors such as the extreme drought conditions impacting Central Oregon, the 
irrigation districts that supply water to Avion’s dual-pipe irrigation customers have 
significantly reduced surface water deliveries in recent years.  Central Oregon Irrigation 
District’s website states that 2022 marks, “the third consecutive year that 
Deschutes County has declared a drought and the first time the county has ever 
declared a drought three years in a row,” and asks customers, to “please prepare for 
curtailment to 65% in mid to late July.”3  Swalley Irrigation District’s website states that, 
“[d]elivery rates may vary across the District and some patrons may experience water 
shortages” which “may be especially evident during warm, dry weather in April, May, 
and September.”4  Arnold Irrigation District’s website states that, “[w]eather will continue 
to be the biggest factor impacting our outlook for water demand” and that moderate 

 
1 See Attachment A, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 1.  
2 See Attachment B, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 7.  
3 See Attachment C, COID Website, https://www.coid.org/important-information/. 
4 See Attachment D, Swalley Website, https://www.swalley.com/irrigation-schedule-stock-runs. 

https://www.coid.org/important-information/
https://www.swalley.com/irrigation-schedule-stock-runs
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weather will “provide the prospect of getting through the end of June.”5  The specific 
extent to which each district may need to reduce irrigation water deliveries in 2022 and 
future years is currently unknown.  
 
While not unheard of in the Central Oregon area, the presence of a separate dual-pipe 
system for irrigation deliveries is not typical for water systems in Oregon.  Typically, 
customers receive only potable domestic water, which can also be used for purposes 
such as lawn watering and landscape irrigation at the homeowner’s discretion.  The 
majority of Avion’s customers do not have access to a separate irrigation delivery 
system—in those areas, the domestic system consists of larger diameter pipe to 
adequately supply water for typical domestic uses that may include outdoor watering for 
lawns and other home landscaping purposes.   
 
Because irrigation water in dual-pipe areas was anticipated to be provided separately, 
the potable domestic water in those areas is supplied by smaller diameter pipe.  
Consequently, the domestic portion of the dual-pipe system is not sized sufficiently to 
simultaneously supply water for existing household uses as well as additional 
irrigation-related uses.  In the event that irrigation water provided through the dual-pipe 
system becomes unavailable, customers may seek to supplement that water using their 
metered domestic line, which could reduce domestic water pressure below adequate 
levels in dual-pipe areas.   
 
With the present filing, Avion proposes to introduce a test program to explore the 
feasibility of maintaining irrigation deliveries to its dual-pipe customers using domestic 
water.  As part of the proposed test, Avion would charge selected portions of the 
dual-pipe irrigation system with domestic water during low usage times of day, 
approximately between the hours of 8 p.m. and 5 a.m.   
 
Avion estimates that approximately 425 customers will be included in the proposed test 
program.6  The specific dual-pipe irrigation systems to be included for testing were 
selected based on the following criteria:7  
 

• The system is at higher risk of curtailment of surface water deliveries due to the 
current drought and the seniority (or lack thereof) of the water rights of the 
associated irrigation district providing delivery;  

• The system is close to a domestic mainline; and,  

 
5 See Attachment E, Arnold June 6, 2022 Irrigation Season Update, 
https://www.arnoldirrigationdistrict.com/june-6-2022-irrigation-season-update. 
6 See Attachment F, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 2.  
7 See Attachment G, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 3.  

https://www.arnoldirrigationdistrict.com/june-6-2022-irrigation-season-update
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• The domestic mainline adjacent to the surface irrigation system has sufficient 
off-peak capacity that Avion believes it will support the test program without 
impacting domestic customers. 
 

Avion intends to notify the customers to be included in the test via US Mail and 
telephone.8 
 
Avion states that, in order to conduct the proposed test, it will, “install either a hot tap 
connection or valved tee in the adjacent domestic mainline.  From the tee, a meter and 
[Reduced Pressure Principle Backflow Prevention Assembly] will be installed followed 
by appropriate mainline to connect to the pressurized surface water irrigation system.  A 
solenoid valve run by a timer will be installed to limit when the water is available.”9  
Avion anticipates short-term costs of approximately $30,000 associated with connecting 
the pressurized irrigation water system to the domestic system.10   
 
Avion typically pumps between 15 and 18 million gallons of water daily during summer 
months and anticipates that the proposed test program will utilize additional domestic 
water of approximately 250,000 gallons per day,11 representing an increase of 
approximately 1.4 to 1.7 percent.  Avion “believes that there is sufficient domestic 
capacity available at the times of day proposed to supply this quantity of water.”12  Avion 
further states that its mitigation costs are driven by peak usage, and because the 
proposed test will utilize water during off-peak times, the proposed test is not expected 
to impact Avion’s water rights or cause the Company to need additional mitigation 
credits.13  If “during the course of the test Avion determines that there is not sufficient 
capacity, Avion plans to either alter or terminate the program to ensure sufficient 
capacity to provide adequate domestic service.”14  
 
OAR 860-036-1670 allows water utilities to restrict usage in times of water shortages.  
While difficult to forecast, Avion anticipates that localized watering restrictions would 
likely be necessary in selected neighborhoods in the event that customers begin using 
domestic water to make up for a lack of district-provided irrigation water.15  Avion states 
that the proposed test program represents a proactive approach that is intended to help 
avoid such restrictions.16  

 
8 See Attachment H, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 4.  
9 See Attachment I, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 8.  
10 See Attachment J, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 9.  
11 See Attachment K, Avions’s response to Staff’s IR 10.  
12 Ibid.  
13 Ibid.  
14 Ibid.  
15 See Attachment L, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 11.  
16 Ibid.  
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The proposed test program is anticipated to last through the current irrigation season, 
ending in October of 2022.17  Avion states that it will consider the test to be successful if 
it is, “able to provide the water necessary for participating customers to maintain their 
irrigated lands while maintaining acceptable pressure levels for domestic customers.”18  
If the proposed test program proves to be successful and an ongoing reduction in 
district-supplied irrigation water appears likely, Avion will file a tariff revision to reflect 
the use of domestic water for dual-pipe irrigation purposes on a permanent basis.   
 
The proposed test program will not have any impact on rates.  Customers will continue 
to pay for irrigation services pursuant to Schedule No. 2 of Avion’s tariff.   
 
The Company has reviewed a draft of this memo and has not noted any concerns. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Staff finds that Avion’s proposed test program represents a reasonable response to the 
ongoing reduction in irrigation water supplied by the irrigation districts serving Avion and 
its customers.  The test program is not anticipated to harm customers, and could help to 
proactively protect the domestic system in dual-pipe areas.  The filing complies with 
applicable statutes and Commission rules, and should be approved.  
 
 
PROPOSED COMMISSION MOTION: 
 
Allow Avion’s proposed Schedule 17 to become effective for service rendered on and 
after June 29, 2022. 
 
Avion ADV 1398 PMM 

 
17 See Attachment M, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 5.  
18 See Attachment N, Avion’s response to Staff’s IR 6.  



1. How many customers currently receive irrigation water through a separate (dual pipe) system?

Avion Response:  Approximately 935 customers receive pressurized surface irrigation water through
the dual pipe system.
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7. For what purposes do Avion’s Schedule No. 2 customers generally use irrigation water? For example,
farming, home landscaping, etc.

Avion Response:  Schedule 2 customers use the water for both home landscape watering and
watering of small hobby farms and hayfields.
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2. How many customers are expected to be included in the proposed test program?

Avion Response:  Avion estimates that approximately 425 customers will be included in the proposed
test program.
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3. How will Avion determine which customers are eligible for the proposed test program?

Avion Response:  Avion has identified several pressurized surface irrigation systems for testing that
meet the following criteria:

• The system is at higher risk of curtailment of surface water deliveries due to the current
drought and the seniority (or lack thereof) of the water rights of the associated irrigation
district. providing delivery

• The system is close to a domestic mainline.
• The domestic mainline adjacent to the surface irrigation system has sufficient off-peak

capacity that Avion believes it will support the test program without impacting domestic
customers.

CA10 - ADV 1398 
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4. How does Avion intend to notify customers of their eligibility for the proposed test program?

Avion Response:  Avion intends to notify the customers in the test systems via US Mail and
telephone.
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8. Please explain any changes to Avion’s system that will be necessitated by the proposed test.

Avion Response:  In order to conduct the proposed test, Avion will need to install either a hot tap
connection or valved tee in the adjacent domestic mainline.  From the tee, a meter and RPBA will be
installed followed by appropriate mainline to connect to the pressurized surface water irrigation
system.  A solenoid valve run by a timer will be installed to limit when the water is available.

CA10 - ADV 1398 
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9. Does Avion predict significant costs or savings associated with implementing the proposed test
program? If so, please identify and estimate the projected costs and savings. Please provide an
estimate of the amount costs would change on a per customer (participant) basis.

Avion Response:  Avion anticipates short term costs of approximately $30,000 associated with
connecting the domestic system to the pressurized surface water system for the proposed test
program.  Since the surface irrigation water is already pumped, Avion anticipates the additional
pumping costs to use domestic water for the test period will be minimal.

CA10 - ADV 1398 
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10. By volume, how much domestic water is the proposed test program expected to utilize per day?
a. Does Avion have sufficient domestic capacity available to supply this quantity of water

without harming other services? Please explain.
b. How does Avion expect the proposed test program will impact its water rights, including

Avion’s need to acquire mitigation credits?  Please explain.

Avion Response:  Avion anticipates that the proposed test program would likely utilize approximately 
250,000 gallons per day.  For context, Avion typically pumps between 15 and 18 million gallons per 
day during the summer months. 

a. Avion believes that there is sufficient domestic capacity available at the times of day
proposed to supply this quantity of water.  If during the course of the test Avion determines
that there is not sufficient capacity, Avion plans to either alter or terminate the program to
ensure sufficient capacity to provide adequate domestic service.

b. Avion’s mitigation costs are driven by peak usage.  As the test program will use water during
off peak times, we do not anticipate that it will impact Avion’s water rights or cause Avion to
need additional mitigation credits. On the contrary, by focusing this consumption at night
rather than during peak usage times, the test program will likely reduce the need for
additional mitigation, although such an outcome would be difficult to quantify.
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11. OAR 860-036-1670 Water Use Restrictions allows a utility to restrict water usage in times of water
shortages.  Regarding that OAR:

a. Does Avion believe it would have to restrict usage under that OAR if the domestic system
were unable to provide adequate pressure due to customers using the domestic system to
make up for a lack of surface water?

b. Has Avion explored the use of restrictions under this OAR rather than or in combination with
pressurized irrigation? Please explain.

Avion Response: 
a. Accurately predicting people’s behavior in the event of a hypothetical scenario is difficult, but our

best guess is as follows:
• Avion does not anticipate a system wide restriction as a result of customers using domestic

water to make up for the lack of irrigation water, but this is very difficult to forecast.
• Avion anticipates localized watering restrictions would likely be required in selected

neighborhoods as a result of customers using domestic water to make up for the lack of
irrigation water.

• Even if pressure is maintained above 40 psi (which is generally considered adequate for
purposes of the OARs), a hypothetical drop from 80 psi to 40 psi will result in unhappy
customers who will call to complain about the pressure.  Avion would prefer to avoid such
unnecessary conflict.

b. We have not explored the use of restrictions under OAR 860-036-1670.  We consider the use of such
restrictions to be a reactive response that should be used when needed, but not otherwise.  The
filing of this test tariff represents a proactive approach to help avoid such restrictions.
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5. How long is the proposed test program expected to last?

Avion Response:  Avion expects the test program to last through the current irrigation season, ending
in October of 2022.
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6. Please explain the criteria that Avion will use to assess the successfulness of the proposed test
program.

Avion Response:  Avion will consider the test to be successful if we are able to provide the water
necessary for participating customers to maintain their irrigated lands while maintaining acceptable
pressure levels for domestic customers.
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